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The Joy of just being....able to learn by observing and listening...to know there are 
different answers 
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How do I know this? 
Approximately 16 years ago I had the privilege to travel to Sherburne in upstate New 
York to spend time with an inspiring doctor, his wife and family - that person was Dr 
Bill Thomas the founder of the Eden Alternative – this experience continually enables 
me to change my world view…. 
Ten years ago I went to work at Grafton Aged Care Home as the DDON where there 
was a 14 bed 'dementia' unit named 'The Strip' now re-named ‘ Page’ after the family 
who were the original owners of the home. 
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CHALLENGES 
• Unsuitable Unit  
• Isolated residents 
• Staff attitudes and lack of education 
• Staff model 
• Balancing resident care needs and all residents rights  
A PERSONAL INSIGHT – looking at the experience from more than one side 
• My uncle was placed into a secure unit by family - he was not at risk of absconding 

nor did he have intrusive or aggressive behaviours - he cried asking to be able to be 
with others outside the ‘locked' doors 

• My father was horrified and talked to me about my uncles rights and care needs  
• When I first went to work as an RN in aged care in 1978 'locked units' were not as 

prevalent as they are today. 
• This past year my father was diagnosed with dementia – multi-infarct and 

Korsakoff syndrome – early stages and he now worries that he will be ‘locked’ up 
and refuses to go to any kind of care even respite as he says ‘that’s how they got 
Uncle Bill into the home and that’s not happening to me’ despite my reassurance 
he is sceptical. 
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In late and 2012 after much discussion and planning about residents individual care 
needs, their rights and our responsibilities it was agreed that the unit would be 
unlocked and we would explore an integrated model of care. 
RATIONALLE 
• There were only on average three residents in the unit that could wander and be 

intrusive – which remains the same today 
• There were resident to resident incidents that could be managed differently - those 

residents were locked in a secure unit with little activity - bored - not engaged in 
the social and recreational aspects others participated in each day outside those 
doors. 

• In the remainder of the home there were a high number of residents with dementia 
…….90% at present  

• Security of tenure and the diversity of rooms older vs new did not enable residents 
to be re-located.  
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Introduce Carol Smidt for her insights... 
A CARERS SIDE.                   THE JOY OF JUST BEING. 
I have been married to Ivan for seven years, we met playing bowls, we were both 
widows.  We started talking about how tough it was after being married for over 40 
years, to be on our own.  
Ivan asked me to be his friend, and we went through the meeting the children, 
getting physical, etc. Not easy when you are in your sixties, not knowing the rules of 
dating etc., but we really enjoyed each other’s company and we would talk for hours. 
I had only been in Australia for a few years having left England when I was 18 with my 
new husband, living in NZ for 30 years then moving to Oz. Ivan would explain the 
Aussie sayings - race me off? Up here for dancing, down there for romancing. We 
would laugh and joke for hours, I even took him to England to meet my siblings, as 
my sisters were horrified I was going to marry a German. I explained he was a fair 
dinkum oz. First Fleeter, having a convict in his heritage.  
He passed the test and we married, we sold our family homes and bought a new one 
and travelled, Europe, NZ, Australia, we did it all. 
When Ivan was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s, he was told he could no longer drive. 
This was a major loss to his pride and self-esteem, he was an excellent driver. We met 
lots of people in the same situation with Alzheimer’s, and joined the carers group. 7  
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of us have been friends for over 3 years, 3 of the group, have had their husbands die, 
the rest of us have our mates at different stages. 6 of us have had our husbands in 
Grafton Aged Care, we have all had them in other homes as well, but all agree 
Grafton Aged Care is most suited for their needs. Julie has been excellent. 
The home gives complete access to all areas, they can wander with or without their 
walking frames, some bashing the walls, or sometimes anyone in their way. They 
need to be able to go where they want, while they are still mobile. They all have a 
very determined look on their faces while they are walking, they are going 
somewhere, with a purpose, for their reason, they need to go there, they are busy.  
Some family members object to the wanderers, saying their loved ones should have 
their privacy, but the wanderers also have rights. It is their home, to be able to go 
where they want is vital to their state of mind, the expression on their faces is 
wonderful to see, and they are joyful at just being.  
Some homes separate the dementia patients, but I honestly think it is for everyone’s 
benefit to have people that can still talk, mixed up with those that can’t, to have 
wheelchair ones with walking ones, and those confined in their beds. They can all 
learn from each other and get along. It benefits visitors and staff to have a mixture. 
What is the alternative, a room full of people jabbering and no communication? 
 The Grafton Aged Care home has a magnificent view of the mighty Clarence River, 
the bendy bridge, the mountains in the distance, hundreds of trees, an occasional 
boat on the river, lots and lots of birds. The staff put the residents facing the view, but 
they turn their chairs around to see the people, or the car park, to watch for the 
family car, they talk to each other in their own language, and enjoy just being there. 
I have been visiting for 15 months, it is their home. I have had to adjust from being a 
carer to a wife, to stop trying to include him in family news, stop talking about his 
home, his life before, even his friends, and I have learnt to be patient and wait for him 
to talk to me, where he is emotionally, what he can see. He doesn’t see the river, he 
sees chooks, horses, children, people telling him to do things he doesn’t want to do, 
he sits and talks for ages. Most of the time I haven’t a clue what he is saying but 
when I go to say goodbye, he replies, ok, be careful, I am staying here, I like it here. 
Mind you when I leave I make sure he has food in front of him, which has priority 
over me. I just sit with him, side by side, holding hands. He is happy, the staff tell me 
how he has been, what he has been up to, if he is eating well and drinking. They tell 
me of any problems, and if I can fix them I do, I ask their advice of which shoes to 
buy, which pants etc. 
I go home to my empty house, so, so lonely, having a husband but not having a 
husband with me. The trauma of putting him into a home was heartbreaking, but 
when they eventually settle, and are happy, to just be in the moment, it helps. 
I visit most days, and have seen for myself, the emotional roller coaster, one day he 
will be violent, and aggressive, hitting out at everyone, 5 minutes later happy and 
smiling with no memory of the violence. Every time I arrive his face lights up, he is so 
happy to see me, he introduces me as his wife he hugs me, and tells me he loves me.  
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Five minutes later he looks at me with a frown, who the hell are you? How the staff 
cope with this amazes me, they are fantastic, they clean them, feed them, hug them, 
and do their best to make them happy. 
The resident’s world is one of imagination, imaginary people, imaginary places, 
talking and laughing with stuffed toys, dolls, ghosts and very occasionally we can 
enter their world, and they tell us what they are seeing, what they are feeling. This is 
the world of Alzheimer’s, but they are alive, and have the joy of just being in that 
moment. 
The carer’s world is dealing with mood swings, behaviour problems, incontinence, 
financial stress. We are very strong, decent, hard-working, wives who have had to put 
our husbands into homes that cannot look after our men exactly the way we have. 
We have had to sort out problems large and small, even little things, like how our 
men like their coffee. We are fed up with the Government departments making 
decisions, who have no idea what they are talking about, and education does not 
necessarily mean common sense. The number of staff affects our men as does the 
food. We need to be able to discuss finances, face to face not on the phone, with 
Centrelink, we are told we cannot discuss our husband’s or home costs unless we fill 
in lots of forms. We pay the bills, we need support when we put our men in to a 
home. 
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(Slide Eight) The joy of learning to do things differently...or just like home... 
• Staff education – Katrina will provide more on this. 
• Growing the integrated model - our approach – Flexible and responsive 
• Cafe program - Cafe program - tea cups and restaurant type selections - social 

support - supportive environment – 7 days a week in the evening in a designated 
area that has a kitchenette, dining tables and lounge area – staffed by RAO and 
care staff 

• Morning social care shift – residents can sleep in - breakfast as needed - one to 
one social support provided at time of need then when engaged and settled or 
participating in other activities (group) then staff move on if needed elsewhere as  
NOT EVERYONE NEEDS THIS SUPPORT ALL THE TIME OR EVERY DAY  - a flexible 
response  

• Evening ‘ special shift’ a flexible response shift for residents who on any evening 
do not want to participate in café program or if needed this shift assists with end 
of life care as required or general care in different areas under the direction if the 
RN 

• Bus stop seat - corner or corridor interactions - reduces loneliness / boredom 
• Everyone responsible - help as able (staff and residents) ... RAO – dressings nurse 

(pushing trolleys /rolling bandages as an activity)                                       -      
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Residents in nurses stations talking with staff 
• Administration staff walking and spending time 
• Cleaners and catering staff engaging in various activities with residents 
• Risk management approach – we have security bracelets for new admissions 

however most of the time they are only on until resident settles. Sensor mats on 
beds and pager system at night. 

• Finding a comfortable space – most of our residents find their natural space and 
on most occasions stay in one of our areas or more – no absconding – what we see 
is improved purposeful walking. 
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Introduce Katrina - discuss fellowship 
Education 
For the concept of the ‘Joy of just being’ to be embraced by staff and for the morning 
and afternoon café programs to be successful we needed to educate staff.  
Started with mandatory self-learning packages  
During 2015 we received feedback from Alzheimer’s Australia ‘Moving into Care’ 
survey that we had participated in. The results were interesting for a number of 
reasons 
1. carers rated most aspects of the home and care ‘highly’ compared with baseline 
averages 
2. quite dissimilar to my observations the results suggest that carers see staff as 
having a good understanding of dementia and dementia care  
3. in contrast to the carers many staff gave lower than baseline averages when 
responding to questions about the facility’s environment and care 
4. there were differing opinions amongst staff about the education provided to staff 
with some suggesting that regardless of the education and training provided some 
staff practices will never change 
We clearly had a few challenges to overcome regarding staff attitudes. 
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DTSC Fellowship  
set up an education program for all staff to attend and although the funding received 
did not cover the entire costs of the program it was a start and more importantly it 
ensured we kept to a timeframe.  
4-6hr workshop for approximately 12-15 staff at one time.  
The program was developed to be very interactive  
This program has been delivered to RNs, AINs, Activities officers and general services 
staff (catering, cleaning, Laundry).  
Originally the workshops were only going to be provided to staff who were identified 
as leaders who would help champion dementia care. However it soon became 
apparent that the best way to ensure the success of the program was for all staff to 
attend the workshop.  
Collecting data to evaluate the Fellowship program had its challenges however one 
measurable outcome that is systematically collected each month was the incidents of 
aggression directed towards staff or other residents. From this data it was clear to see 
that as a percentage of incidents the episodes of aggression towards staff or other 
residents had declined significantly (from around 90% to now around 30%) (Figure 1). 
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Prior to conducting this project many of the incidents of aggression occurred during 
personal cares and were directed at staff around 70%. Over the past 12 months there 
has been a decline with now less than 40% of incidents of aggression are towards 
staff (Figure 2). Overall incidents of aggression are declining.  
Most staff have returned to seeing the resident as a person; an individual with their 
own interests, thoughts and life story - they have stopped generalising, grouping and 
labelling residents. As the staff have accepted the changes they have become more 
relaxed in their approach, the ‘Joy of just being’ is becoming more and more evident 
throughout the facility among residents and staff. 
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The joy of just being able to live in the moment....Ron’s picture 
Keeping on track 
- Be clear about your model of care – up front before admission - as balancing 
everyone’s rights and needs can be precarious in our care settings 
- the challenges with staff and family attitudes has been ongoing and requires 
continual education and revision  of our approach and continual review and 
adjustment 
- Open discussion and education at resident and family meetings 
- Individual support vs group support for family members has been explored and to 
date as each person with dementia is different so are the needs of their family 
members – we spend considerable time on a one–to–one basis 
- Review, review, review - Ongoing Education and adjusting 
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Do we look disorganised and different – yes because we are not an institution we are 
a home….and that is what a home is all about… 
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